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**Introduction**

Seasonal variations of mood, behavior and physiology have been of interest since ancient times [1]. In the two last decades descriptions of Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) defined as recurrence of an affective episode, often atypical and mild, at the same time of the year have increased interest in annual variations of psychiatric illness both in academic psychiatry and in the general public [2]. Traditionally the main focuses in studies of annual variations of mood and behavior in psychiatry have been on the spring and fall increase in frequency of suicides, of admissions to hospital for mood disorders and for start of an episode of mood disorders [3] while in descriptions of SAD the differences in mood and behavior between summer and winter are the most common phenomena. Posidonus in the fourth century A.D., noted that “melancholy occurs in autumn whereas mania in summer” [4].

Not only psychiatric symptoms and illnesses in patients have been studied for seasonal variations, also variations of behavior and mood in the general population have been examined [5-8]. Most of the reports of seasonal changes in the general population have focused on a summer/winter difference in mood, length of sleep, weight etc. The frequency of depressed mood in the general population seems to be higher in winter. The mean duration of sleep is longer in winter than in summer [9], the body weight among adults increases during winter [10], together with blood pressure [11] and cholesterol [12]. Birth frequencies, as a reflection of sexual activity, are described to have peaks in spring in northern parts of Europe; a seasonal pattern that could reflect increased sexual activity during summer [13]. Authors conclude that the winter depression seen in SAD seems to be an extreme variant of an annual variation affecting greater parts of the population [14, 15].

A second and apparently different seasonal pattern is seen in studies of variations in frequencies of suicides [16-19], onset of affective episodes [20], first visit to a physician for treatment of depression [21], first prescription of antidepressiva medication [21-23] and of admittances to hospital for affective disorders [24, 25], where many studies describe an increased activity in spring and in some studies a smaller peak of activity in late fall.
There are few reports of seasonal variations of phenomena in the general population that resembles the spring and fall increase in suicides and in admissions to hospital for mood disorders.

At least two different patterns of seasonal variation of psychiatric symptoms thus seem to have been described in epidemiological surveys and in clinical samples; a summer/winter difference in mood and a spring/fall increase of activity. In searching for a possible etiology for these seasonal changes, the main focus has been on variations in length of day.

Norway, situated between latitude 58° and 72° N, has considerable seasonal variations of light and provides good opportunity for studies of variations in human behavior related to changes in length of day.

Some phenomena with seasonal variation

Children and adolescents

Some authors have examined seasonal variations of behavior, mood and physiology in children. In a nation-wide mailed study, American parents of 892 girls and 788 boys with a mean age of 10.5 years, reported an increased rate of behavioral and mood symptoms among their children during winter. The symptoms were: eating more, increased sleep, increased irritability, sadness, withdrawal and tiredness. Larger seasonal variations of symptoms were reported from central and northern parts of the USA than from southern parts [26]. In a study from Finland, Sourander et al. [27] reported more symptoms related to pediatric seasonal affective disorder with increasing latitude. Children and adolescents also report higher rates of depressive symptoms in the winter months in epidemiological studies [28]. In 1986 Rosenthal et al. [29] presented seven children with depressive symptoms during winter which responded well to light treatment. Several authors [30-32] have described Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) among children since then. Boehm et al. [33] reported a seasonal variation of calls to a help-line for children with increased frequency of calls concerning suicide in winter. Except for Neinstein [34] reporting increased frequency
of suicides in spring and fall among adolescents, I have found no reports of psychiatric symptoms or behavior with a spring/fall pattern of increased frequency among children and adolescents.

Physiological variables such as growth rate also seem to vary through the year; Height proceeds faster in spring than in other seasons and weight gain is fastest in fall [35-38].

Violence among adults

The existence and possible explanation of seasonal variations in frequency of violence have been a question of some controversy. Some authors describe seasonal variation for homicide with increased frequency in summer [39], while others find no such variation [40]. A few reports of seasonal variation in mild and moderate violence outside institutions exist. Michael and Zumpe described a peak in frequency of violence in the months with highest temperature on several locations in the USA [41, 42]. Feldman and Jarmon reported variation of violence with changes in air pollution in Newark [43].

Frequencies of aggression and violence in psychiatric hospitals have shown seasonal variations both with one [44] and two [45] yearly peaks. In reports correlating seasonal variation in violence in psychiatric hospitals with the diagnoses of the patients, people with mood disorders seem to have more dramatic seasonal variations in frequency of violence than other patients [45, 46].

Affective disorders and suicides

Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) has attracted much focus the last two decades [2, 47, 48]. The most common expression of SAD is winter depressions, but summer depressions and some cases of seasonally recurring manias have also been described to start at the same time of the year. Depressed mood is described to affect greater parts of the general population during winter than in the rest of the year [5-7, 14]. The decrease in mood during winter seems to start in fall, in some studies as early as in October [49]. The depressed mood during winter is accompanied by increased weight and length of sleep among affected individuals. Most authors believe that the winter depression of SAD is an extreme variant of a summer/winter difference afflicting the general population [14].
In studies of seasonal variations of affective illnesses in the last century, the most focused phenomena are hospital admission rates for mania and depressions, which both have been shown to have annual rhythms. Persons with mania tend to be more frequently admitted in spring and summer [50-54], while persons with depression tend to be admitted in spring and in fall [24, 55].

The time from start of illness until hospital admission for affective disorders is difficult to establish, at least in great populations of patients. Admission to hospital is an administrative act and does not necessarily reflect the start of the illness. In a study Winokur [56] reported that 2/3 of the manias were admitted to hospital during the first month after the illness started. It has been difficult to establish the time relationship between start of illness and admission to hospital for depressions [56]. Time of admission to hospital for depressions could reflect start of illness or it could reflect a worsening of symptoms like increasing danger of suicide or increased anxiety.

A few authors have focused on seasonal variations of the start of illness in affective disorders. An Italian group [57] described a pattern of increased frequency of start of episode in April and in October for bipolar depressions. Wehr and Rosenthal [58] and Goodwin and Jamison [3] have reported much the same pattern in different groups of depressed patients. It seems like both the frequency of start of some depressive episodes and the frequency of admissions for depressive episodes increase at the same time of the year. This could lead to a conclusion that the seasonal pattern of admissions reflects the start of the illness, but given the delay between start of illness and admissions to hospital, identical factors could trigger both the start of an episode in subgroups of patients as well as a change of symptoms in subgroups of already depressed patients, thus resulting in admissions to hospital at the same time of the year.

Several authors have described a seasonal variation of suicides with increased frequency in spring [17-19]. Some of the authors also report a second peak of frequency of suicides in fall. The seasonal variation in admissions for depression and the seasonal variation in suicides seem to be related [24, 59, 60].

Maes et al [62] described a correlation between seasonal variation in serum L-tryptophan and the seasonal variation of suicides in Belgium. Low values of L-
tryptophan in serum have been described both in patients suffering from impulsiveness and aggression, in suicides and among patients suffering from depression. In addition some reports of seasonal variation in eating disorders have been published [61].

** Modifications of seasonal variations **

** Latitude **

Epidemiological studies on SAD have compared seasonal variation of winter depression at different latitudes [6, 49, 63, 64]. SAD seems to be more frequent at higher latitudes and the depression seems to start earlier in fall the further North the population is situated [49]. In some studies the increased frequency with latitude seems to stop north of 60º N [49, 63]. The same pattern of increasing seasonality with increasing latitude is also reported in epidemiological studies of children and adolescents [26, 27]. Hakko et al. [17], analyzed studies reporting seasonal variations of the frequency of suicides with a spring peak and found that a delay of the peak frequency from spring towards summer was related to the distance from equator.

** Age **

The frequencies of Seasonal Affective Disorder seem to decrease with increasing age in the adult population [14, 15]. In epidemiological studies of children and adolescents, the frequency of SAD-like symptoms seems to increase with age [26, 27]. A confounding factor in studies of adolescents and SAD could be that most psychiatric symptoms increase in frequency with age among teenagers. Still it seems that for SAD, the most affected groups are young adults.

Among adults a variation of seasonal pattern of suicides with age is described [17, 18, 65, 66], a bimodal pattern with peaks in spring and fall among young women and a
unimodal pattern with a spring/summer peak among elder women and among men. Reports of age differences in seasonal variations of admissions to hospital for mood disorders are few [25]. I find that an influence of age on seasonal variation of behavior is likely.

Sex
Higher frequencies of SAD with winter depression among women are found both in clinical samples and in epidemiological studies [7, 14, 15]. Indications of different seasonal distribution of suicides for females and males have been reported, with one peak in spring and another in fall for females, and a single peak in spring for men [16, 17, 65, 67, 68].

Hypotheses of seasonal variation
In hypotheses of seasonal variations of mood and behavior, the winter depression has been most focused. There are similarities between winter depression and hibernation that could indicate a functional adaptation for energy conservation, and hypotheses of the winter/summer difference in mood as an extreme variant of adaptation to variations in climatic conditions have been put forth. The winter depression with increased carbohydrate craving, increased weight, and increased length of sleep could be an extreme variant of biological preparation for a less abundant winter. It costs more energy to get food in winter than in summer. Increased mood, activity, energy and initiative in spring and summer could be useful for survival in societies based on hunting migrating animals, collecting and harvesting or farming. Animals tend to economize on their energy; activity in summer and rest in winter hypothetically provide the most energy-efficient life style under extreme seasonal variations in environment. Another hypothesis is that the winter depression is a lack of adaptation to Northern latitude. Studies from Iceland seem to support such a view; there are fewer inhabitants in Iceland suffering from SAD than expected by latitude and the frequency of SAD among Icelandic immigrants to Canada are lower than in the rest of the population in
Canada [63, 69]. Iceland has been isolated for a long time and there may have been a genetic selection of individuals not suffering from winter depression or winter depression-like symptoms. Modern humans probably migrated out of Africa only 150 000 years ago [70] and the northern parts of Europe were settled 10-12 000 years ago. Little change in our genetically system habituated to equatorial seasons might have been expected over this relative short time [71].

Hypotheses about the increased frequencies of suicides, and of admissions in late spring and fall are few. There are observations of increased mood in the general population at the same time of the year and some authors connect the peaks of frequencies to the equinoxes [3, 58, 72]. To my knowledge there are few studies of human behavior that show annual variations similar to the variations for suicides and admissions. Another hypothesis focuses on disturbances in the sleep/wake rhythm around the equinoxes inducing changes in mood and behavior. There may be a drive for phase advance and delay of the body clock around the equinoxes that may compromise the regulation of mood and behavior among predisposed subjects. Supporting this is the disorganization of the sleep-wake pattern as well as biological circadian biorhythms that have been seen in depressed individuals.

It has been difficult to establish a single hypothesis explaining both the winter/summer difference in mood in epidemiological and clinical studies of SAD with winter depression, and the increased frequency of suicides and admissions for affective disorders in late spring and to a lesser extent in late fall. Some authors focusing on start of a depressive episode believe that some of the depressive episodes start around the equinoxes, giving depressions in summer or winter. They suggest that the summer depressions are more often accompanied by reduced sleep and weight while the winter depressions are more often accompanied by increased sleep and weight as a reflection of the same seasonal variations in sleep and weight as in the rest of the population [3, 58].

Both social [73] and physical environmental factors have been suggested as causes for the seasonal patterns of human behavior. Among physical environmental factors, temperature [18, 41, 74], air pollution [43], atmospheric pressure [75], and changes in light have all been suggested as candidates. At least two hypotheses involving change
in length of day [18, 39, 76] have been put forward; 1. The length of day, with maximum impact at midsummer, is the significant factor. 2. The change in length of day, with maximum impact at the equinoxes, is important [45]. Both hypotheses may include a few weeks delay for the light to sufficiently influence biological systems. As the length of day and the speed with which it changes varies with latitude, the hypotheses lead to an expectation of different frequency patterns at different latitudes. Norway is situated far north with extreme seasonal variations of light and rather low temperatures during summer, thus excluding effects of extremely hot weather. Only a small proportion of the population lives in urban areas affected by heavy air pollution. The country stretches across the latitudes from 58°N to 72°N, and appears to be well suited to study seasonality and the influence of light on human behavior.

Study objectives
The main objective of this thesis was to study the existence and pattern of seasonal variation in some forms of human behavior and to study possible covariations between seasonal variation of behavior, and changes in length of day. The influences of latitude, sex and age were also of interest.

Paper 1.
We wanted to study possible seasonal patterns in frequencies of calls to Red Cross Help Line for children and adolescents in Norway. Based on the two hypotheses of light as a precipitating factor for change in behavior, we also wanted to examine a possible association between a seasonal pattern in calls to Red Cross Help-Line and the mean monthly length of day and the mean monthly change in length of day. The influence of age and latitude on seasonal variations in the frequency of telephoning Red Cross Help Line for children and adolescents in Norway were also examined.

Paper 2.
The purpose of this study was to examine seasonal variation in issues connected to psychiatric suffering and social network problems in calls to a help-line for children. Questions concerning sexuality were also examined for seasonal patterns and were
compared to the seasonal variation of births as an expression of sexual activity among adults.

**Paper 3.**
The aim of this study was to examine possible seasonal variations of violence in Norway. Our expectations were that there would either be one or more peaks in frequency and that the peaks would be seen after the equinoxes when the change in length of day is largest, or alternatively one peak in frequency linked to one of the solstices [17, 67]. We also wanted to examine whether a seasonal variation in frequency of violence would change with latitude; in terms of magnitude of the range of monthly frequencies, in terms of magnitude of the maximal ratio between the observed and the expected monthly frequency, in terms of which months the peaks in frequencies occurred, or in terms of which months the largest increases in violence from one month to the next occurred.

**Paper 4.**
The aims of this study were to examine if there was any seasonal variation of violence among psychiatric patients acutely admitted to hospital, if such a variation correlated with violence in the general population, and if violence among acutely admitted psychiatric patients correlated with the length of day or the change in length of day.

**Paper 5.**
The main purpose of this report was to study seasonal variations in admissions for mania, bipolar depression, unipolar depression, and for both types of depressions combined. We also wanted to study possible differences in female and male seasonal patterns and the influence of age. Correlations between monthly frequencies of suicides and admissions for mood disorders were also studied.
Methodological considerations

Settings and populations

All the five papers in this thesis are based on reports of frequencies of incidents. Every incident has been recorded and then reported to a central office; calls to The Norwegian Red Cross, violence and suicides to Statistics Norway and admissions to Sintef Unimed NIS Health Services Research, Trondheim. Lots of people interpret and make choices in such a reporting system. In **Paper 1** all calls to the Norwegian Red Cross Help-Line for children and adolescents in the years 1996 through 1998 were included for the whole country. The Norwegian Red Cross has help-lines in all parts of the country. The number of calls for each of seven cities was independently obtained to reveal possible south-north patterns. The number of children aged 6 to 17 years in Norway was 678,000 with a mean of 56,500 in each age group. In **Paper 2** all calls to the Norwegian Red Cross help-line in South-Trøndelag County, with 260,000 inhabitants, for the years 1991 through 1997 were included. Questions could be raised if the young persons calling in Paper 1 and 2 are representative of all persons at their age. It is also difficult to know if the telephone calls in Paper 1 and 2 reflect activity and curiosity in general, if it reflects help-seeking activity, or both. Based on the issues the children raised in the telephone conversations, it seems like conversations representing activity and curiosity in general outnumbers the conversations representing help-seeking activity.

In **Paper 3** all violent incidents reported to the police in Norway in the years 1991 through 1997 were included. Violent incidents for each of seven cities at different latitudes were independently obtained to reveal possible south-north patterns. The cities included were the largest city in each of the three counties north of the Arctic Circle, and the four largest cities south of the Arctic Circle.

In **Paper 4** all patient-staff incidents at Haukåsen acute and short time psychiatric hospital, with a catchement area of 130,000 persons in South-Trøndelag County, for the years 1990 through June 1997 were included. In the same paper all violent incidents reported to the police in Trondheim, the main city in South-Trøndelag County, in the
years 1991 through 1997 were included. The population in the Police district of Trondheim is 140,000.

The violence recorded by the police in Paper 3 and 4 are probably not representative of all violence in Norway. Domestic violence is probably under-represented since such violence is seldom reported to the police. According to figures from Statistics Norway, in the recorded violence in Paper 3 and 4 young men are over-represented among the offenders.

In Paper 5 all admissions for mania or depression in a population of 1,800,000 in the years 1992 through 1996 were included. The population at risk lived in the catchment areas of the psychiatric hospitals in Norway that in at least 4 of the 5 years 1992 through 1996, reported a discharge diagnosis for more than 70% of the patients admitted to the hospitals. All suicides in Norway during the years 1969 through 1996 were also included.

In records of admissions 89% were reported with clinical diagnosis.

Data handling

All papers are based on studies of frequency variations of incidents such as violence, telephone calls, admissions to hospital, suicides and births. The observed number of incidents in one month was the sum of incidents in that month for all the included years. The observed monthly frequencies of an incident were compared to the expected monthly frequencies of the same incident. The expected frequencies were defined as equal numbers of incidents happening every day during the included period. The monthly observed to expected ratio of incidents, called the monthly observed to expected ratio in some of the papers, were calculated for each of 12 months. In Paper 2 that concerns seasonal variations of topics in a help line for children and adolescents, the monthly frequencies for each topic were first compared to the expectations of equal number of calls concerning the topic each day, and secondly with the expectation of a seasonal pattern for a specific topic paralleling the seasonal pattern for all calls.
**Instruments and definitions**

The monthly frequency of incidents in Paper 1, 3 and 4 (telephone calls and violence) were compared to the mean monthly length of day defined as the mean time from sunrise to sunset in a month and to the monthly change in length of day defined as the difference between the mean monthly length of day in one month and the mean monthly length of day in the preceding month. The latter is more precisely an approximation for the average change in length of day around the start of the month. To include both positive and negative change in length of day as equivalent possible stressors, we used the absolute values of monthly changes in length of day in the study. A ranking of the mean monthly length of day and of the monthly change in length of day, which was used in Papers 1, 3 and 4, will give the same sequence in the whole Northern Hemisphere.

The Staff Observation of Aggression Scale (SOAS) [77] used in Paper 4 describe the seriousness of the methods used to inflict injury, the aim of the attack, the consequence of the attack as well as the time and date of the incident. The staff was required to report every incident concerning patient - staff aggression if the staff-member at least felt threatened. We excluded all incident reports not related to patient-staff incidents. Since Palmstierna [77, 78] and Lion [79] found the consistency of incidence reports best for the more serious incidents, we also excluded reports that had not resulted in pain.

In comparing the strength of monthly variations between different age groups and different latitudes the range of the observed/expected ratio were defined as the difference between the maximal monthly observed/expected ratio and the minimal monthly observed/expected ratio.

In all the papers monthly number of incidents is defined as the sum of incidents occurring in that month for all the included years.

**Statistics**

The chi-square test for multinominals was used to estimate overall deviations between observed and expected monthly frequencies. The null hypothesis was that violent incidents occur with a frequency proportional to the length of the time interval. The
95% (Paper 3) or 99% (Paper 1) confidence intervals were calculated with the method
described by Wonnacott and Wonnacott [80]. If the 95% or 99% confidence interval
for the observed/expected ratio for a month excludes 1 we can conclude that the
frequency for that month differs from the expected frequency.
Pearson's bivariate method was used for parametric correlations. Spearman's rank
correlation coefficients ($r_s$) were used for non-parametric correlations. Significance was
evaluated with two-tailed p-level for both correlation methods.

**Summary of the papers**

**Paper 1.**

**Seasonal variation of children calls to a help-line.**

In Paper 1 we wanted to investigate seasonal variations in calls to a help-line for
children and correlations with changes in length of day, correlations with latitude and
correlations with age. All calls to Red Cross help-line for children in Norway 1996-
1998, a total of 691,787 were included. Of these 220,602 calls were recorded as real
conversations, defined as calls where the counselor was able to register the callers’ sex,
age or type of problem. The calls from seven centres were obtained independently to
reveal north-south differences. The mean monthly length of day did not correlate
significantly with the numbers of calls, but there was a positive correlation between the
monthly numbers of calls and the absolute values of the monthly changes in length of
day ($r_s=0.76$, N=12, $p<0.01$). Introduction of delays by correlating the monthly
numbers of calls with the change in length of day for the previous months did not
produce enhanced correlation values. The frequency curve of number of calls had one
peak in April, one trough in July, one peak in October and one trough in December.
The mean number of calls for each month varied between a daily frequency of 886 in
April and 436 in July. In the seven centres chosen for analyses, increasing latitude
correlated positively with the range of the monthly observed to expected ratios of calls
($r_s=0.79$, N=7, $p<0.05$) and with the maximum monthly observed to expected ratio
($r_s=0.79$, N=7, $p<0.05$), but not with the minimum monthly observed to expected ratio
($r_s=-0.71$, N=7, $p<0.1$).

Comparing different ages, the frequency of calls was highest among 12 to 14 years old
children. Increasing age correlated negatively with the range of monthly observed to expected ratios of calls ($r = -0.94$, $N=11$, $p< 0.001$). From 7 to 15 years of age the reduction in range is nearly linear. All age groups had maximum frequencies in April or May.

There is a seasonal variation in calls from children. The variation correlates with change in length of day and increases with latitude. Both findings support a connection between changes in length of day and changes in behavior. The magnitude of the seasonal variation in calls from children decreases with increasing age.

**Paper 2.**

A help-line for children and adolescents. Seasonal variations in issues.

In Paper 2 we wanted to investigate seasonal variations in telephone calls to a help-line for children and adolescents as well as possible specific seasonal variation in some of the issues children wanted to talk about.

All 80,983 calls to the Red Cross Help-Line for children in South-Trøndelag County, Norway 1991-1997 were included. Calls for which age, sex or problem areas were identified was defined as conversations ($n = 22698$).

The mean number of calls each month varied between 1290 in April and 558 in July. The observed monthly number of calls deviated significantly from the expected frequency and peaked in April and in October ($\chi^2=4104.78$, df=11, $p<0.0001$).

Conversations concerning depression ($n=116$) ($\chi^2=42.49$, df=11, $p<0.0001$), anxiety and pain ($n=715$) ($\chi^2=31.38$, df=11, $p<0.001$) and neglect ($n=898$) ($\chi^2=26.32$, df=11, $p<0.01$) differed from the seasonal pattern of all conversations. These issues were more frequent in January or February and less frequent than other issues in May/June and December while conversations about sexuality ($n=3533$) were over represented in May and July ($\chi^2=45.39$, df=11, $p<0.0001$) and correlated positively with the frequencies of births in Norway nine months later ($r=0.724$, $N=12$, $p<0.01$). Conversations about eating disorders ($n=292$) and relations to others ($n=1828$) did not differ significantly from the seasonal pattern of all conversations.
There were seasonal variations in frequencies of calls to a help-line for children with peaks in spring and fall. Conversations related to psychiatric suffering had higher frequencies in winter, and conversations about sexuality were more frequent in summer compared with other issues. The frequency of calls concerning sexuality correlated with the frequency of births with a nine-month delay.

**Paper 3.**

**Seasonal variation of violence in Norway.**

The objectives of this study was to examine possible seasonal variations of violence in Norway, if a possible seasonal variation in frequency of violence changed with latitude, and if seasonal variations of violence correlated with changes in length of day. The monthly numbers of police reports of violence from 1991 through 1997 were obtained for all of Norway (4,450,000 inhabitants) and separately for seven cities at different latitudes in Norway.

A total of 82,537 episodes of violence were recorded. There were significant deviations from an equal distribution in the monthly frequencies ($\chi^2 = 343.08$, df = 11, p<0.0001), with a minimum daily frequency of 28.7 in March and a maximum daily frequency of 35.1 in June. The frequency curve of episodes had one significant peak in May-June and another significant peak in October-November. There were nadirs in March and August and lower than expected values from February until April and in August. The monthly frequency of violence correlated with the absolute value of monthly change in length of day for the previous month ($r_s = 0.778$, N=12, p<0.01), but not with the corresponding month. The mean monthly length of day showed no significant correlations with violence frequency.

All the seven cities included in the analysis had one peak month of violence in late spring and another peak month in fall. For the seven cities, the maximum monthly observed to expected ratio correlated significantly with increasing latitude ($r = 0.783$, N=7, p<0.05), but the range of the observed to expected ratios did not vary significantly with latitude. The ranking of the peak months in the spring or the fall did not correlate with latitude. There was, however, a significant correlation between latitude and the
number of the months with the largest increase in violence in spring ($r_s=0.896$, $N=7$, $p<0.01$) and in fall ($r_s=0.945$, $N=7$, $p<0.01$), indicating that the increase of violence came later further north, even though the peak showed no such displacement.

There is a distinct pattern of seasonal variation in frequencies of violence varying systematically with latitude. This pattern resembles the seasonal pattern of some reports of frequency of suicide and of hospitalization for affective disorders. The frequency of violence correlates with the change in length of day with a delay of one month and peaks some time after the equinoxes.

**Paper 4.**

**Seasonal variation of violence in psychiatric patients and in the general population.**

Both among psychiatric patients and in the general population, seasonal variation of mood symptoms and aggression has been described. The aims of this study were to investigate monthly variations in violence among acutely admitted psychiatric patients and in the general population in the same area, and a possible correspondence in the variation in the two populations.

The monthly frequency of 512 patient-staff incidents 1990-June 1997 in an acute psychiatric hospital receiving all acutely admitted patients from a population of 130,000, the western half of South Trøndelag county, and 3,431 violent incidents among the general population 1991-1997, in Trondheim city were analyzed for monthly variations in frequencies. There was a correlation ($r=0.63$, $N=12$, $p<0.05$) between the monthly number of incidents at the hospital and the monthly number of incidents recorded by the police in Trondheim. Among incidents at the hospital there was a peak in May/June and a less pronounced peak in late fall. Among incidents reported by the police there was a peak in May and a smaller peak in fall. Incidents at the hospital correlated with the monthly change in length of day with a delay of one month ($r=0.71$, $N=12$, $p<0.01$), but not with the mean monthly length of day.

The correlation of monthly frequency in the two groups could be induced by a change in vulnerability for violent impulses common for the two groups.
Addendum not published in the paper: The correlation between the monthly number of incidents at the hospital and the monthly number of incidents recorded by the police in whole Norway in the years 1991 – 1997 (N = 82,537) were (r=0.75, N=12 p<0.01).

Paper 5.
Seasonal variation of admissions to hospital for mania and depression.
The influence of seasons on major mood disorder is controversial. The aims of this study were to examine possible monthly variations in admissions for mania and depressions in Norway, including how this changes with sex and age, and correlations with frequencies of suicides. All admissions for mania or depression (N=4,341), from a total 35,285 admissions in a population of 1,800,000, during the years 1992-96 were analyzed. Of these admissions, 31,292 (89 %) were recorded with a discharge diagnosis. All suicides in Norway in the years 1969 through 1996 were included in the analyses. There were a total number of 10,670 male suicides and 3,833 female suicides. Admissions for depression had a significant monthly variation for women ($\chi^2=29.78$, df=11, p<0.005) with the highest peak in November and for men ($\chi^2=19.69$, df=11, p<0.05) with the highest peak in April. Among women increasing age correlated negatively with the range of monthly observed/expected ratios ($r_s=-0.943$, N=6, p<0.01) and with maximal monthly observed/expected ratio ($r_s=-0.943$, N=6, p<0.01). Dividing the year in four seasons, there was a variation in admissions for mania among men ($\chi^2=11.85$, df=3, p<0.01) with increased frequency of admissions in spring, but not among women. The monthly frequency of suicides varied significantly through the year both for men ($\chi^2=66.18$, df=12, p<0.0001) and women ($\chi^2=40.72$, df=12, p<0.0001). The frequency among men peaked in April and for women in May, women had higher relative values than men in fall. Among men suicides correlated both with admissions for depression (r=0.647, N=12, p<0.05) and admissions for mania (r=0.678, N=12, p<0.05). For both sexes analyzed together there was a tendency towards higher frequencies of admissions for mania, unipolar depression and bipolar depression, and for suicides in spring with a maximum in April. For women there was a tendency towards a second peak in fall with a peak of admissions in November and a peak of suicides in October.
A hypothesized influence of seasons on mood disorders was supported. Younger women seem especially vulnerable. The results correspond with other reports of seasonal variation of admissions for affective disorders and of seasonal variations of suicides.
The correlation among men between the frequency of mania and the frequency of suicides has to our knowledge not been published earlier.

**Discussion**

**Children and adolescents**

In Papers 1 and 2 in this thesis, an increased activity of calling a help-line for children and adolescents in spring and to a lesser extent in fall was found. A finding of a seasonal variation that is different from the to descriptions of summer/winter differences in mood and behavior among children and adolescents found both in clinical samples and epidemiological surveys of the winter depression type of SAD.
The described seasonal pattern resembles the seasonal pattern of suicides and of admissions to hospital for depression among adults. In studies of growth velocity, differences between spring, fall and the rest of the year have been described, with seasonal variations that have some resemblance to the variation in frequency of telephone calls described in Papers 1 and 2. Children grow fastest in stature in spring. Weight increase is at its maximum in fall. Assuming that telephoning a help-line could reflect aspects of activity in the children and adolescent population. A peak of frequency after the equinoxes could indicate that there is a common etiology for the variation with seasonal variation of behavior among adults described in this thesis.
A limitation in Papers 1 and 2 is that the influence of social and cultural factors is not explored. Norway has a fairly homogenous population and the school year has the same length in the whole country. A possible influence of school holidays and of public holidays is not explored. There are few calls in July and December; both these are vacation months. However, April that includes Eastern vacation has a high frequency
of calls. The seasonal patterns described do not seem to coincide with known variation in psychosocial activities in any very apparent way.

In paper 2 the seasonal pattern of variation in telephone conversations with issues related to psychiatric suffering is compatible with a winter increase in suffering. This finding resembles the variation in frequency of symptoms connected to SAD in epidemiological studies with more suffering during winter than the rest of the year. The seasonal pattern of telephone conversations with issues concerning relations to others did not differ from the seasonal pattern of all conversations. One could assume that the etiology behind the seasonal pattern of issues concerning relations to others is the same as the etiology behind the seasonal pattern of all calls.

Compared to the seasonal pattern of all conversations, conversations about sexuality peaked significantly in May and July and had a trough in March and April. The monthly variation in number of births probably reflects variations in sexual activity among adults. The correlation between conversations about sexuality among these children and adolescents and the frequency of births nine months later in the adult population may indicate that the annual rhythm of sexual interest among children and adolescents continue into adult life. This seasonal variation seems to start in early age. Animals restrict the time of birth of offspring to the most advantageous time of year, usually spring or summer [81]. This is achieved by a regulation of the preceding period of fertility and, in some cases, by delaying implantation of the zygote.

At least two different seasonal rhythms among children seem to exist: 1. A summer/winter difference in depression and suffering described in Paper 2 and consistent with reports of SAD [26, 27, 29, 30] and 2. Increased activity in spring and to a lesser extent in fall described in Paper 1 and Paper 2. This is the much the same periods of the year that among adults is described to have increased frequencies of admissions for affective disorders (Paper 5), increased frequencies of suicides (Paper 5) and of violence (Paper 3 and 4). The increase in telephoning is statistically linked to the largest increases in length of day occurring around the equinoxes.
Violence among adults

A seasonal variation of violence in the general population finds strong support in papers 3 and 4. Frequencies peak in May and in November and seem to be linked to the equinoxes with a delay of one or two months. This resembles variations in some reports of mood and activity in the general population [3, 58, 72]. Seasonal variations in violence among psychiatric patients with a pattern that correlates with the pattern in the general population are described in Paper 4. Some authors link such a variation in the frequency of violence to patients with affective disorders [45, 46]. Other reports of seasonal variation of violence [39, 41, 42] have described increased frequency in summer months and focused on temperature as an explanation. It is possible that different physical factors may influence the frequency of violence at different geographical locations depending on climate. High temperature and variations in air pollution that both have been described to increase the frequency of violence are unlikely to be main factors stimulating violence in Norway.

A significant correlation between the speed of changes in length of day and the frequency of violence one to two months later is described in Paper 3 and 4. There is a drive for phase advance in spring and phase delay in fall of the body clock that may compromise the regulation of mood and behavior among predisposed individuals. A possible reason for this correlation could be that vulnerable individuals react to the fast changes in length of day with disturbances in the sleep-wake rhythm. The resulting stress could result in increased impulsivity, irritability and ultimately mood disorder in the form of mania or depression. Another hypothesis could be that the increase in the frequency of violence is an expression of a generalized increased activity in the population and that the seasonal variation described in Paper 1 and 2 is another expression of the same mechanism. These hypotheses do not contradict each other, and the mechanisms may be supplementary.

Affective disorders

A seasonal variation in admissions for depression with a peak in April among men and a high frequency at the same time for women and a significant peak in November for women are described in Paper 5. Admissions for mania among men tend to peak in
spring when comparing the four different seasons. Suicides are most frequent in spring for both men and women. These findings resemble earlier reports of increased frequency of admissions in spring and fall for mood disorders [24, 25, 82] and increased frequency of suicides in spring [19]. The peak in November among depressed women could be influenced by the start of winter depression in SAD since women are reported to be more vulnerable to this disorder [6, 7]. Late spring is the time of the year that shows greatest frequency of violence in the general population. One could hypothesize that increased activity in spring, especially in men, could result in increased violence in the general population, and increased mood, even mania in vulnerable individuals. In depressed people one could speculate that increased activity could raise anxiety, raise the risk for suicide, and lead to admission to hospital, parallel to the riskful activation phase shortly after starting antidepressant therapy.

An activation of large proportions of the population could also be reflected in increased violence and increased activity in calling to the Red Cross help line.

Latitude.

In the present thesis the influence of latitude is studied in Papers 1 and 3. In Paper 1 the range of the monthly observed to expected ratios grew with increasing latitude and the maximal monthly observed to expected ratio grew with increasing latitude. In Paper 3 the maximum monthly observed to expected ratio grew with increasing latitude and the change from low frequency months to high frequency months came later both in spring and in fall with increasing latitude. The findings are consistent with a hypothesis of an influence of latitude on seasonal variations of behavior.

The seasonal variation of suicides and the influence of latitude have been studied by Hakko et al. [17] describing that the shifting of the peak month from spring to summer was related to the distance from equator.

The frequencies of the winter depression type of SAD have been studied in epidemiological research and the frequency seems to increase with latitude, at least up to 60°N [6, 14, 49, 64]. Results from studies of adults and of adolescents give much the
same results [26, 27]. The start of winter depression also seems to come earlier in fall further north [49]. Such studies are complicated by confounding factors as ethnicity as described in studies comparing the frequency of SAD on Iceland with the frequency of SAD among Icelandic emigrants in Canada.

Both light and other physical conditions, such as temperature change through the year. The summer/winter differences in length of day with maximum length of day at midsummer and minimum length of day at midwinter correspond partially with changes in temperature and it can be difficult to statistically distinguish these two phenomena in research. The speed of changes in length of day is at its maximum at the equinoxes and at its minimum at the solstices. The influence of latitude on light is that both the summer/winter difference in length of day and the speed of changes in length of day increase with latitude. The ranking of the months in a year by mean length of day or by speed of changes in length of day will be the same on the whole Northern Hemisphere.

Age

In Paper 1 a reduction in the range of the monthly observed to expected ratios with increasing age among children is described, a finding more consistent with the described reduction in seasonal variation of growth velocity among children and adolescents than with the increase of SAD like symptoms with increasing age described among adolescents [26, 28]. This indicates that the seasonality in SAD-like symptoms and the seasonality of calling the help-line have different etiologies. In Paper 5 the seasonal variation of admissions to hospital for depression among women is reduced with increasing age. The finding resembles the reduced frequency of SAD with increasing age among adults. The reduced seasonal variation of admissions with increasing age could also represent a continuation of the adolescent pattern described in Paper 1 and share some of the etiology for such a pattern.
Sex

In Paper 5 in the present thesis, sex differences in seasonal variation of admissions for depression were found. There was high peak of frequency in April among men, and a high peak of frequency in November among women. This sex difference in pattern of admissions to hospital resembles the sex difference described by Hakko et al. [17] for suicides in Finland, a country at much the same latitude as Norway. The seasonal variations for suicides and for admissions for depression are unimodal among men with a peak of frequency in spring, but bimodal among women with a secondary peak of frequency in late fall in some studies. The sex differences described in Paper 5 seem to be consistent with earlier reports of sex differences in seasonal variations of admissions for affective disorders, although the reports are few on this phenomenon [25]. It is difficult to find a good explanation for this difference in seasonal pattern between the sexes, but the frequencies of SAD and subsyndromal SAD are described to be more frequent among women than among men. The peak in fall of admissions for depressions and in suicides among women could reflect the start of winter depression in SAD. An influence of sex on seasonal variation of symptoms is likely.

The influence of changes in length of day

Although social and cultural factors have been discussed in search for an explanation of seasonal variations in psychiatric symptoms, the main focus has been on the physical environment. Temperature, humidity, barometric pressure, pollution and geomagnetic storms have all been mentioned. Most focus has been on changes in length of day and in sun exposure [6, 49, 64]. In the present thesis a variation with latitude described in Paper 1 and Paper 3 indicates an influence of variations in length of day on seasonal variation in calling a help-line and in violence, which are both complex behaviors. In epidemiological studies correlations between feeling depressed and the length of day or photoperiod have been described, and more symptoms are found in winter than in
summer. In this thesis a correlation between changes in length of day is described for calls to a help-line for children and adolescents, for violence in the general population, and for violence among psychiatric patients indicating that some kind of influence of speed in changes in length of day on human behavior exist.

Hypotheses of seasonality

In this thesis focus has been on two different seasonal patterns of variation in frequency of behavior and symptoms. Both the summer/winter difference in mood and activity and the spring/fall increase in some forms of suicides and in admissions for mood disorders are known in psychiatry. A few authors have suggested hypotheses that can contain both patterns. Some authors focus on start of illness around the equinoxes resulting in depression in winter or summer among vulnerable individuals [3, 59]. Others refer to the reports of increased mood in large proportions of the population after the equinoxes, and assume that the result could be a start of an affective episode in vulnerable individuals. The increased violence described in Papers 3 and 4 in the present thesis and the increased frequency of calling described in Papers 1 and 2 in the present thesis, could be other expressions of the same process leading to increased activity after the equinoxes. There is a statistical connection between the studied phenomena in Papers 1, 3 and 4 and the equinoxes in the present thesis. Only speculations can be given as explanation for such a pattern connected to the equinoxes. One can suggest that the fast changes in length of day and night both in spring and in fall give disturbances in the sleep/wake rhythm in vulnerable individuals, and as a result of that, changes in mood and/or activity. A hypothesis of disturbances in the sleep/wake rhythm or other stressful experiences induced by rapid changes in length of day and night is supported by the correlation between the studied phenomena and changes in length of day. Another hypothesis could be that in spring, humans living under simpler conditions than contemporary man, had to be active to exploit new hunting possibilities or to secure the harvest for the rest of the year, and in fall harvesting and preparations for a cold winter demanded activity. The peaks of frequency in spring and in fall described in this thesis could also represent two different
phenomena not connected to each other and we would need one hypothesis for the peak in spring and another hypothesis for the peak in fall. The peak in spring could for instance be a result of the increased activity in society in spring when the population adapt themselves to longer and brighter days and a better climate. The peak in fall could be another expression of the changes described in greater parts of the population giving winter depression in vulnerable individuals. More research is needed to give further explanations of the seasonal variations in human behavior.
Main conclusions

In Norway:

- The frequency of telephone calls to a help-line for children, of violence, of admissions to hospital for depression and mania, and suicides have a peak of frequency in April to June and a trough of frequency in February.
- The monthly frequency of telephone calls to a help-line for children and of violence correlate with the speed of change in length of day
- The seasonal pattern of frequency of telephone calls to a help-line for children and of violence is influenced by latitude.
- The monthly frequency of violence among acutely admitted patients in a psychiatric hospital correlates with the seasonal variation of violence recorded by the police.
- Among adult women the seasonal variation of admissions for depression decreases with age. Among adolescents the seasonal variation of calls to a help-line decreases with age.
- Sex differences in the seasonal pattern of admissions to hospital for depressions exist.
- Among men, the frequency of suicides correlates with the frequency of admissions for depressions and manias.
- A seasonal variation of behavior with increased activity in spring and to a lesser extent in late fall is demonstrated. The pattern differs from the summer/winter difference in epidemiological studies of SAD-like symptoms.
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